
Bylaw Review Consultation

Water Supply Stormwater

Wastewater Trade waste

What should our stance be on recovering 
capital contributions towards our upcoming 
wastewater upgrades from industry?

Do you support council extending water 
meters as a key conservation tool?

Should every new build have  
to install a rainwater tank?

How should we address stormwater flows 
that enter our wastewater system illegally?

Should we extend our trade waste 
management to monitor smaller 
commercial and industry (e.g restaurants, 
dentists, mortuaries) to further support  
our wider wastewater strategy?

We are reviewing and consulting  
on our Water Supply, Wastewater  
(and Tradewaste), and Stormwater  
bylaws alongside the LTP from  
1 to 31 March 2021. 
The feedback we receive from you will help us to develop  
an integrated approach to three waters management  
in the District. 

We want to ensure our approach aligns to, compliments 
and reflects the feedback we heard clearly from the 
community through Project Thrive, as well in the 
development of other projects such as the District Plan 
Review and the Integrated Spatial Plan 2020 – 2050.

The four bylaws we are consulting on are:

These bylaws influence things like who can connect  
to our supplies, how much waste can be discharged,  
the requirement for water tanks at each property and  
how we manage stormwater. 

Our current bylaws need to be refreshed to ensure  
they reflect the environmental and infrastructural 
demands of our time. 

The new bylaws will inform how we approach asset 
management and durable infrastructure practices to 
support our sustainable water demand management plan 
and wastewater strategy. The impact of these bylaws is 
wide reaching – it ensures that step by step, we make 
positive changes which lead to smart growth while being 
environmentally sustainable.

To meet regulatory requirements the 
trade waste bylaw period for feedback 
is open for two months, and runs from 
12 February - 12 April 2021.

We welcome you  
to have your say  
on our three  
waters bylaws.

Three Waters  
Bylaw Review

Have your say!



Stormwater Management:

Stormwater Runoff Management
Stormwater discharge from private properties and businesses is common. This discharge can enter our drainage 
networks, and ultimately our rivers. Some properties discharge a lot and some discharge a little. What is mixed in  
with the stormwater varies from property to property.

Q: What would you like the Council to do more or less of to help manage stormwater runoff?

 

Roof Water Tanks
Connecting a tank to capture roof water has several benefits for a property and for our local infrastructure. Two of the 
main benefits are that it lessens the impact of big rain events on our stormwater network, and reduces the demand 
on our drinking water network by using water captured in the tank for non-potable uses, like watering your gardens or 
washing your car.

Q: Do you think the Council should introduce a policy for all new build homes to install a tank to capture roof water?  
 Yes    No

Q: When a private property discharges contaminants into our stormwater network, breaching our bylaws,  
do you think we should:   a    b (choose a or b from below)

a) Respond and clean up the incident in the first instance, recovering costs later?

b) Charge the private property immediately for the cleanup and response? 

Water Conservation:

Council uses a range of techniques and tools to conserve water so there is enough water for everyone in  
Central Hawke’s Bay. This can include the use of water meters on high use properties.

Q: Do you think we should be monitoring high use properties with water meters?   Yes    No

Q: Are there other tools or conservation methods you think we should be using to save water in Central Hawke’s Bay?  

Tell us what you think
Your views will help us create a sustainable and responsible approach  
to how we manage water demand and wastewater in the future
Bylaw Review Statement of Proposal
View the statement of proposal on our website, containing more information about  
the rationale of the changes and the proposed bylaws at www.chbdc.govt.nz



Trade Waste Management:

We need to ensure that our wastewater systems and processes are developed efficiently, effectively and sustainably. 
Currently, businesses who discharge ‘trade waste’ into our wastewater network are charged in a different way than our 
residential ratepayers. Trade waste is generally waste of a greater volume or is a more concentrated load than domestic 
and generally comes from a non-residential property.

Community feedback to date supports a user pays approach. This means that those who discharge large amounts  
of waste, or highly concentrated waste, would pay more than they currently do. 

Q: Do you think the Council should charge businesses purely based on how much and what they discharge?    
 Yes    No

Q: Should the Council take into consideration other economic, employment or social benefits that a business  
may bring to the community when charging?   Yes    No

Q. Do you think the monitoring of industry or commercial wastewater should include smaller contributors  
to further protect our waterways?    
(Smaller contributors include businesses like restaurants, dentists, hairdressers, and mortuaries etc.) 

 Yes    No 

Wastewater Management:

Council needs to manage the flows into our wastewater network. In wet weather events, there is a significant increase 
in flows into our networks – this is from a number of factors like cracked pipes from tree roots and unsealed manholes. 
But, it can also be from on-property issues like cracked laterals or down pipes catching roofwater that is then discharged 
into gully traps. We need to take steps to minimise these flows into our wastewater networks – we have set aside budget 
in the LTP to improve infrastructure, and are proposing to work with property owners to remedy issues on-property.

Q. Do you support council issuing defect notices to property owners to remedy a down pipe or lateral? 
 Yes    No

Q. If the notice is not followed, do you support council fixing the issue and recovering costs from the property owner?  
 Yes    No

Do you have any other ideas or views about how we manage water in the district?


